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Stephen Wellum’s book, Christ Alone – The Uniqueness of Jesus as Savior, is part 
of Zondervan’s Five Solas Series. The series offers readers a look back at the 5 
principles of the Reformation and fresh application to the modern church. Christ 
Alone proclaims the uniqueness and sufficiency of Christ in contrast to the current 
age of pluralism and post-modernism. Wellum is Professor of Christian Theology at 
The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. 
The accessibility of Wellum’s writing is especially seen in the clear, concise overviews 
he provides in the introduction of each chapter. The reader can easily predict 
where the chapter is going and which topics will be discussed. As new subjects are 
introduced, he connects and integrates ideas to lead the reader from one theological 
concept to the next. This style makes the work profitable for the beginner and the 
advanced theologian.
Wellum makes a powerful argument that Christ Alone is the linchpin of Reformation 
theology. He states that Christ Alone is the center of Reformation theology because 
it is the central story of scripture. He constructs his argument for Christ Alone 
under two main categories: Christ’s exclusive identity and the sufficiency of His 
work. These two categories make up part one and part two of the book and contain 
four chapters in each section; part three has four chapters as well and connects the 
previous chapters and the Reformation to the present day.
Part two includes quite possibly the most profitable section of the entire book. 
In chapters 7 and 8, Wellum articulates one of the more comprehensive and clear 
arguments for the penal substitutionary atonement of Christ. These two chapters 
alone are worth the price of the book. Through his careful and conclusive detail in 
these chapters, he highlights his experience and ability as a seminary professor and 
expert author. 
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Part three provides practical application of the theology discussed in previous 
sections, and further ties the Reformation to history as well as speaking to the present 
church age. The exclusivity of Christ is examined in chapter 9 with the inclusion 
of some historical definitions. Chapter 10 expounds on the sufficiency of Christ 
and the Reformation’s main disagreement with Rome, the rejection of sacramental 
theology. Chapter 11 suggests that the exclusivity of Christ is the primary challenge 
for those proclaiming Christ in the current age because of religious pluralism and 
post-modernism. Chapter 12 concludes the book by reaffirming the principle of 
Christ Alone for today.  Part three appeared to lack some of the flow and continuity 
established in the rest of the book while still providing extensive knowledge and 
practicality. 
In final summation, Wellum’s writing is exhaustive, well-documented, scripturally 
in-depth, and accessible. He exquisitely blends exegesis, biblical theology, historical 
theology, systematic theology, and practical theology. The book is a tremendous asset 
to the topic of Christology and exemplifies the quality of the Five Solas Series as 
well as the writing of Wellum. 
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